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INVARIANT YANG–MILLS CONNECTIONS OVER
NON-REDUCTIVE PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN HOMOGENEOUS
SPACES
DENNIS THE
Abstract. We study invariant gauge fields over the 4-dimensional non-
reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous spaces G/K recently classified by
Fels & Renner (2006). Given H compact semi-simple, classification results
are obtained for principal H-bundles over G/K admitting: (1) a G-action (by
bundle automorphisms) projecting to left multiplication on the base, and (2)
at least one G-invariant connection. There are two cases which admit nontriv-
ial examples of such bundles and all G-invariant connections on these bundles
are Yang–Mills. The validity of the principle of symmetric criticality (PSC) is
investigated in the context of the bundle of connections and is shown to fail for
all but one of the Fels–Renner cases. This failure arises from degeneracy of the
scalar product on pseudo-tensorial forms restricted to the space of symmetric
variations of an invariant connection. In the exceptional case where PSC is
valid, there is a unique G-invariant connection which is moreover universal,
i.e. it is the solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations associated to any G-
invariant Lagrangian on the bundle of connections. This solution is a canonical
connection associated with a weaker notion of reductivity which we introduce.
1. Introduction
Symmetry reduction methods have been extremely useful in the search for exact
solutions of many of the partial differential equations (PDE) arising in mathematical
physics. By looking at the action of a particular group G and restricting one’s
interest to the space of G-invariant fields, there is often a significant simplification in
the field equations through a reduction in the number of independent or dependent
variables (or both). For example, in the case that the group acts transitively,
all PDE reduce to algebraic equations; in the cohomogeneity one case, all PDE
reduce to ordinary differential equations (ODE). A famous instance of the use
of symmetry reduction is the derivation of the Schwarzschild solution in General
Relativity, which is static and spherically symmetric. In this case, the Einstein
field equations reduce to ODE that can be integrated exactly. In a series of papers
written by Coquereaux, Jadczyk & Pilch [CJ83, Jad84, JP84, CJ85, CJ86, CJ88],
a symmetry reduction scheme for metrics and connections was established and
used with much success. However, they make the standing assumption that the
symmetry group G is compact, which in particular implies that the group orbits
are reductive. The resulting decompositions used in their reduction scheme depend
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on this reductivity. Moreover, while the reduction of metrics is clear in Riemannian
signature, problems with degeneracy occur in pseudo-Riemannian signature if the
Killing vectors (i.e. infinitesimal symmetry generators) are null vectors.
A homogeneous space (or orbit) G/K is reductive if the Lie algebra k of K admits
an Ad(K)-invariant vector space complement s in the Lie algebra g of G, i.e. g = k⊕
s. For reductive homogeneous spaces admitting a G-invariant pseudo-Riemannian
metric, the curvature tensor assumes a simple form [KN63] and so the geometry
of these spaces has been well-studied. In the case of gauge theory over a reductive
base manifold G/K, there is a canonical connection on the principal K-bundle
G → G/K, which induces a corresponding canonical connection on any principal
H-bundle P → G/K. Important examples of reductive homogeneous spaces are
the symmetric spaces. For principal H-bundles over Riemannian symmetric spaces
G/K, Harnad et al. [HTS80] established that the canonical connection satisfies the
Yang–Mills equations. Over general non-reductive homogeneous spaces, no notion
of canonical connection is apparent. However, we will introduce a weaker notion of
reductivity (see Definition 2.4) which leads to a notion of canonical connections on
principal bundles over certain non-reductive homogeneous spaces (see Lemma 2.5).
Essentially all applications of symmetry reduction to the study of PDE have
involved groups acting with reductive orbits. This is because the main symmetry
groups of interest preserve some metric, and while it is easy to construct exam-
ples of non-reductive homogeneous spaces G/K, it is significantly more difficult
to construct non-reductive examples which moreover admit a G-invariant metric.
The only systematic attempt so far to explicitly classify such spaces in low di-
mensions has been recent work in 2006 by Fels & Renner [FR06]. In this paper, all
non-reductive homogeneous spaces G/K up to dimension 4 admitting a G-invariant
metric were classified. They furthermore found that such spaces are necessarily: (1)
non-Riemannian, and (2) essentially of dimension 4 or higher. The first assertion
is easy to establish: if G is the isometry group of a G-invariant Riemannian metric
on G/K, then Ad(K) is compact and so the orthogonal complement of the sub-
algebra k (which is Ad(K)-invariant) with respect to the induced Ad(K)-invariant
(positive-definite) inner product on g is an Ad(K)-invariant complementary sub-
space. In non-Riemannian signature, the complication is that the “perp” of a given
subspace U does not in general produce a complementary subspace V , i.e. in gen-
eral, U ∩V 6= 0. The fact that there are no 2-dimensional examples and essentially
(i.e. if K is connected) no 3-dimensional examples is more difficult to establish and
is one of the results of the Fels & Renner analysis. They discovered 8 classes of non-
reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous spaces in dimension 4 and furthermore
classified all invariant Einstein metrics on these spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to initiate a study of invariant gauge fields over
non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian spaces using the Fels & Renner classification as
our starting point. For any compact semi-simple structure group H , we classify all
principal fibre bundles (PFB) over these spaces G/K which admit: (1) a G-action
(by bundle automorphisms) projecting to left multiplication on the base, and (2) at
least one G-invariant connection. We refer to such bundles as homogeneous PFB.
For such bundles admitting a G-invariant connection, a classification theorem is
proved (Theorem 3.3). Most of these bundles are necessarily trivial: of the 8
classes, only 2 classes admit nontrivial homogeneous PFB supporting G-invariant
connections, namely:
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• A5: g = A14,9 ⋊ sl(2,R) (7-dim.), and k
∼= Bianchi V (3-dim.). Here, A14,9 is
the 4-dim. solvable Lie algebra 〈w1, ..., w4〉 with
[w1, w4] = 2w1, [w2, w3] = w1, [w2, w4] = w2, [w3, w4] = w3.
• B3: g = sa(2,R)×R (6-dim.), and k ∼= R2. (Here, sa(2,R)= special affine.)
We state our main result (see Theorems 3.3 and 3.4) here:
Theorem 1.1. Given any homogeneous PFB with compact semi-simple structure
group H over a 4-dim. non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian space G/K (with K con-
nected) of class A5 or B3, all G-inv. connections are Yang–Mills. For A5, there is
a unique G-inv. connection which is flat. For B3, there exist non-flat connections.
These Yang–Mills connections are given explicitly in a local gauge on some global
models G/K in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Given a G-invariant metric and volume form, the Yang–Mills equations are G-
invariant equations which are the Euler–Lagrange equations of a G-invariant La-
grangian. The existence of G-invariant Yang–Mills connections leads us naturally
to investigate the validity of the principle of symmetric criticality (PSC) for the
bundle of connections. In its original formulation due to Palais [Pal79], PSC states
that given an invariant functional, critical points of the symmetry-reduced func-
tional (i.e. critical points along symmetric variations) correspond to (symmetric)
critical points (i.e. with respects to arbitrary variations) of the original invariant
functional. This is sometimes dubbed: “critical symmetric points” are “symmetric
critical points”. In the context of the calculus of variations, it becomes restrictive
to consider the Lagrangian functional since this involves an integration over the
base manifold which may not be compact and hence certain decay conditions at
infinity may need to be introduced. (In fact, in all of our non-reductive examples,
the base manifold is non-compact.) Consequently, we instead work with a local for-
mulation of PSC due to Anderson, Fels & Torre [AF97, AFT01] stated in terms of
Lagrangian forms (instead of functionals) defined in the context of the variational
bicomplex [And, And92]. In this context, given a G-action on a bundle, PSC states
that for any G-invariant Lagrangian form defined on (jets of) the given bundle, lo-
cal solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations of the symmetry-reduced Lagrangian
correspond to local invariant solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations of the origi-
nal Lagrangian. The bundle of connections over these non-reductive spaces provide
interesting examples where this natural principle generally fails. We show that the
failure is a consequence of the degeneracy of the scalar product on pseudo-tensorial
forms restricted to the space of symmetric variations of an invariant connection.
The one instance among the examples where PSC does hold is in the A5 case. The
unique G-invariant connection in the A5 case is (by PSC) an example of a universal
connection - i.e. it is the solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations associated to any
G-invariant Lagrangian defined on (jets of) the bundle of connections.
2. Gauge theory on homogeneous principal fibre bundles
In this section, as preparation for our investigation of the Yang–Mills equations
on non-reductive spaces, we revisit the reduction of the Yang–Mills equations over
homogeneous spaces.
A homogeneous principal fibre bundle (PFB) is a PFB P = P (G/K,H) over a ho-
mogeneous space together with a G-action by PFB automorphisms which projects
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to left multiplication of G on the base manifold G/K and is compatible with the
right action of the structure group H . A homogeneous PFB is itself a homoge-
neous space. Consequently, by using some familiar results due to Chevalley and
Eilenberg [CE48], the G-invariant objects relevant in gauge theory (i.e. connections,
curvature, and pseudo-tensorial forms in general) on these homogeneous PFB have
corresponding analogues in a purely Lie algebraic setting. We describe in detail
this mapping between G-invariant pseudo-tensorial forms and the corresponding
Lie algebraic data. In particular, we recover Wang’s theorem which parametrizes
the spaces of G-invariant connections by certain K-invariant linear maps between
g and h. The mapping moreover allows us to naturally define an exterior covariant
calculus and write the corresponding reduced Yang–Mills equations algebraically.
The solution of these algebraic equations are in 1-1 correspondence with the G-
invariant solutions of the original Yang–Mills equations.
While the Yang–Mills equations have of course been investigated over homoge-
neous spaces (see for example [HTS80, Laq84, Got89, Koi90, Dar97, DK97]), our
derivation will make no mention of the compactness of the isotropy group K, nor
depend on the reductivity of (g, k), which is a prevalent assumption in the litera-
ture. Moreover, we believe that the point of view taken in our approach to be new,
i.e. (1) appealing to results of Chevalley & Eilenberg to transfer geometric objects
and operators into an algebraic setting, and (2) defining an exterior covariant cal-
culus on Λ∗(g,K; h), the space of h-valued chains on g which are K-basic. (Note
the K-invariance here is defined with respect to the K-action given in (2.10) which
twists an action on g and h.)
For any given Lie group G, we will always use the convention that the corre-
sponding Lie algebra g is identified with the tangent space TeG at the identity as
well as the left-invariant vector fields on G.
2.1. Homogeneous principal bundles. We recall the following explicit classifi-
cation of homogeneous PFB due to Harnad, Shnider and Vinet [HSV80].
Theorem 2.1. There exists a 1-1 correspondence between:
(1) homogeneous PFB P (G/K,H) (modulo bundle equivalence), and
(2) group homomorphisms λ : K → H (modulo conjugation in H).
Given a homomorphism λ : K → H , let [g, h] denote the equivalence class of
G×H defined by (g, h) ∼ (gk, λ(k)−1h), ∀k ∈ K. The corresponding bundle is
Pλ = G×λ H = (G×H)/ ∼
with projection π : Pλ → G/K given by [g, h] 7→ g. We have a transitive left action
of G×H on Pλ via
ψ(g,h) ([g
′, h′]) = [gg′, h′h−1],(2.1)
i.e. ψ(g,h) = LgRh−1 , where Lg and Rh denote the left G-action and right H-
action on Pλ respectively. Thus, Pλ is itself a homogeneous space. Noting that the
stabilizer for this action at the point [e, e] is
Kˆ = StabG×H([e, e]) = {(g, h) | [g, h
−1] = [e, e]} = {(k, λ(k)) | k ∈ K} ∼= K,
we have a bijection (in fact, diffeomorphism)
Ψ : (G×H)/Kˆ
∼=
−→ Pλ, (g, h) 7→ [g, h
−1](2.2)
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which respects the left (G×H)-action on either space:
(G×H)/Kˆ
Ψ
//
L(g,h)=LgLh

Pλ
ψ(g,h)=LgRh−1

(G×H)/Kˆ
Ψ
// Pλ
where L(g,h) = LgLh denotes the usual left action of G ×H on itself and also on
the quotient (G×H)/Kˆ. Consequently, we can identify
Ψ∗ : (g× h)/kˆ
∼=
−→ TpPλ, (x, y) 7→ (x,−y)
∗
p :=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Lexp(tx)Rexp(−ty)(p),(2.3)
where p = [e, e] ∈ Pλ and
kˆ = {(x, λ∗(x) |x ∈ k}.
We will abbreviate the vertical vector (0, y)∗p ∈ TpPλ by y
∗
p. Note K acts on TpPλ
via Lk∗Rλ(k)−1∗, K acts on (g× h)/kˆ via
k · (x, y) = (Adk(x), Adλ(k)(y)),
and the isomorphism (2.3) respects the K-action on both spaces.
2.2. Invariant pseudo-tensorial forms on Pλ. By definition, an h-valued form
on Pλ is equivariant with respect to the left action ψ of G×H on Pλ given in (2.1)
and the representation ρ : G×H → Aut(h), (g, h) 7→ Adh iff for all (g, h) ∈ G×H ,
ψ∗(g,h)ω = ρ(g,h)ω, i.e. L
∗
gω = ω, R
∗
hω = Adh−1ω.
That is, the G-invariant pseudo-tensorial forms on Pλ, denoted Ω
∗
pseudo.(Pλ; h)
G,
are precisely the equivariant forms on Pλ, denoted Ω
∗
equiv.(Pλ; h). Using Ψ as
in equation (2.2), we have an isomorphism Ω∗equiv.(Pλ; h)
∼= Ω∗equiv((G ×H)/Kˆ; h)
given by Ψ∗. Chevalley & Eilenberg investigated equivariant forms on homogeneous
spaces, and a particular case of their Thm.13.1 in [CE48] yields the isomorphism
Ω∗equiv((G×H)/Kˆ; h)
∼= Λ∗(g× h, Kˆ; h),
where Λ∗(g× h, Kˆ; h) ⊂ Λ∗(g× h; h) denotes the h-valued chains on g× h which are
Kˆ-basic, i.e. they vanish on kˆ and are Kˆ-invariant. We will define the Kˆ-invariance
condition more precisely below. Let us denote by Φ˜ the linear isomorphism given
by the composition of the above isomorphisms:
Φ˜ : Ω∗pseudo.(Pλ; h)
G −→ Λ∗(g× h, Kˆ; h), ω 7→ (π∗Ψ∗ω)(e,e),(2.4)
where by a small abuse of notation we use π to also denote π : G×H → (G×H)/Kˆ.
Let ϕi ∈ Λi(g× h; h) and let z, zi ∈ g× h. We have the graded commutator and
interior product
[ϕp, ϕq](z1, ..., zp+q)
=
1
p!q!
∑
σ∈Sp+q
(−1)sgn σ[ϕp(zσ(1), ..., zσ(p)), ϕ
q(zσ(p+1), ..., zσ(p+q))],
(izϕ
p)(z1, ..., zp−1) = ϕ
p(z, z1, ..., zp−1),
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and with respect to representation ρ∗(z) = adprojh(z), we define the exterior deriv-
ative and Lie derivative
(dϕp)(z1, ..., zp+1) =
p+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1[projh(zi), ϕ
p(z1, ..., zˆi, ..., zp+1)](2.5)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jϕp([zi, zj], z1, ..., zˆi, ..., zˆj , ..., zp+1),
(Lzϕ
p)(z1, ..., zp) = [projh(z), ϕ
p(z1, ..., zp)]−
p∑
i=1
ϕp(z1, ..., [z, zi], ..., zp).(2.6)
We have the usual properties [CE48], [HS53]:
• [ϕp, ϕq] = −(−1)pq[ϕq, ϕp]
• (−1)pr[[ϕp, ϕq], ϕr] + (−1)qp[[ϕq, ϕr], ϕp] + (−1)rq[[ϕr, ϕp], ϕq] = 0
• d2 = 0, i2z = 0, iz1iz2 = −iz2iz1, L[z1,z2] = [Lz1 ,Lz2 ]
• [Lz1 , iz2 ] = [iz1 ,Lz2 ] = i[z1,z2], d ◦ Lz = Lz ◦ d
• Cartan’s identity: Lz = iz ◦ d+ d ◦ iz
• d, iz,Lz are derivations of Λ
∗(g× h; h) of degree +1,−1, 0 respectively.
In particular, the space Λ∗(g × h; h) is a differential graded algebra (DGA) with
respect to the exterior derivative and the graded commutator.
The subgroup Kˆ acts on h via the representation ρ, and Kˆ acts on g × h via
the adjoint representation. This induces a corresponding action on Λ∗(g× h; h). If
kˆ = (k, λ(k)) and z = (x, y), then
(kˆ · ϕp)(z1, ..., zp) = Adλ(k)(ϕ
p(kˆ−1 · z1, ..., kˆ
−1 · zp)),
and
kˆ · z = kˆ · (x, y) = (Adk(x), Adλ(k)(y)).
The corresponding infinitesimal action of Kˆ on Λ∗(g × h; h) is given naturally
through the Lie derivative, and as usual if Kˆ is connected, then Kˆ-invariance of
forms (i.e. kˆ · ϕ = ϕ for all kˆ ∈ Kˆ) is equivalent to kˆ-invariance of forms (i.e.
Lzϕ = 0 for all z ∈ kˆ). A form is Kˆ-semibasic if it vanishes on kˆ, i.e. izϕ = 0 for
all z ∈ kˆ. The subspace Λ∗(g× h, Kˆ; h) is the set of Kˆ-basic (i.e. Kˆ-semibasic and
Kˆ-invariant) chains in Λ∗(g× h; h). Using the properties above, the exterior deriv-
ative and graded commutator on Λ∗(g × h; h) naturally restrict to Λ∗(g × h, Kˆ; h)
making the latter a DGA, and the map Φ˜ is a DGA isomorphism.
2.3. Wang’s theorem and canonical connections. Recall that a connection (or
gauge field) on a PFB P = P (M,H) is by definition a pseudo-tensorial h-valued
1-form ω ∈ Ω1pseudo.(P ; h) which satisfies ω(y
∗) = y, where y∗ is the fundamental
vertical vector field induced by y ∈ h. Using the correspondence Φ˜ given in (2.4),
we immediately recover Wang’s theorem [Wan58], which parametrizes the space of
G-invariant connections on a homogeneous PFB Pλ(G/K,H).
Theorem 2.2 (Wang). The G-invariant connections on Pλ(G/K,H) are in 1-1
correspondence with linear maps W : g→ h such that:
(1) W (x) = λ∗(x), ∀x ∈ k,
(2) W (Adkv) = Adλ(k)(W (v)), ∀v ∈ g, ∀k ∈ K.
Such maps will be referred to as Wang maps.
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Proof. We describe the image of the set of G-invariant connections under the
correspondence Φ˜. Let ω be a G-invariant connection and let W˜ = Φ˜(ω) ∈
Λ1(g × h, Kˆ; h). We have for any y ∈ h, W˜ (0, y) = (Ψ∗ω)((0, y)) = ω(−y∗p) = −y,
where p = [e, e]. Define W : g→ h by W (x) = W˜ (x, 0). Then W˜ (x, y) =W (x)− y
and so W˜ is completely determined by W . Since W˜ vanishes on kˆ, then 0 =
W˜ (x, λ∗(x)) = W (x) − λ∗(x) for all x ∈ k, i.e. W |k = λ∗. Since W˜ is Kˆ-invariant,
then W is K-invariant (with respect to k ·W = Adλ(k) ◦W ◦ Adk−1). Conversely,
any suchW defines W˜ (x, y) = W (x)−y and a G-invariant connection Φ˜−1(W˜ ). 
We note that it suffices to verify the second condition for Wang maps on a
complement to k in g, since the verification of the condition on k follows immediately
from the identity λ ◦ Adk = Adλ(k) ◦ λ (which comes from the fact that λ is a
homomorphism).
The G-invariant connection on Pλ corresponding to a Wang map W is
ω[g,h] = Adh−1 ◦W ◦ (ΘG)g + (Θ
′
H)h,
where ΘG is the left-invariant Maurer–Cartan form on G and Θ
′
H is the right-
invariant Maurer–Cartan form on H . In particular, at p = [e, e],
ωp((x, y)
∗
p) =W ((ΘG)e(x)) + (Θ
′
H)e(y) = W (x) + y.(2.7)
Corollary 2.3. The principal K-bundle G→ G/K admits a G-invariant connec-
tion iff (g, k) is reductive [KN63].
Proof. Here, λ = idK . Given a Wang map W : g → k, let s = kerW . By the first
Wang condition, we have W |k = idk so W is onto. Also, dim(g) = dim(kerW ) +
dim(imW ) = dim(s) + dim(k) and so g = k ⊕ s. Since W is K-invariant, then s
is Ad(K)-invariant. Conversely, if (g, k) is reductive with reductive decomposition
g = k⊕s, then ω = projk(Θg) is the canonical G-invariant connection on G→ G/K.
It has corresponding Wang map
W (x) =
{
x, x ∈ k
0, x ∈ s
.

For G/K reductive, the canonical connection on G→ G/K induces via the map
f(g) = [g, e] a corresponding canonical connection on any Pλ(G/K,H) [HTS80].
We now define a weaker notion of reductivity.
Definition 2.4. Let k0 ⊂ k be an ideal. We refer to G/K (or (g, k)) as k0-reductive
if there exists a subspace s ⊂ g with g = k⊕ s and for any k ∈ K,
Adk(s) ⊂ k0 ⊕ s.
Given a homomorphism λ : K → H , let us also say that G/K is λ-reductive if it is
ker(λ∗)-reductive.
Note that the usual definition of reductivity is the same as 0-reductivity and that
any (g, k) is clearly k-reductive. The λ-reductivity property leads to the existence
of canonical connections on Pλ(G/K,H).
Lemma 2.5. Let λ : K → H be a homomorphism and suppose that G/K is λ-
reductive with decomposition g = k ⊕ s. Then there exists a canonical G-invariant
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connection on the homogeneous PFB Pλ = Pλ(G/K,H) associated to the Wang
map
Wλ(x) =
{
λ∗(x), x ∈ k
0, x ∈ s
.
In particular, any reductive G/K is λ-reductive, and we recover the canonical con-
nection mentioned prior to Definition 2.4.
Proof. It suffices to verify the second condition for Wang maps (as in Theorem 2.2)
on s. If v ∈ s, then by definition Wλ(v) = 0, and since Adk(v) ∈ ker(λ∗) ⊕ s for
any k ∈ K, then W (Adk(v)) = 0. 
Example 2.6. If λ0 : K → H is the trivial homomorphism, then G/K is obviously
λ0-reductive andWλ0 is the canonical flat connection on Pλ0(G/K,H)
∼= G/K×H .
2.4. Covariant calculus on Λ∗(g × h; h). A connection on P → M is equiva-
lently defined as a smooth (right) H-invariant horizontal distribution {Hp}p∈P on
P which is pointwise complementary to the vertical distribution {Vp}p∈P . This
defines horizontal and vertical projection operators, leading to the notion of hor-
izontal lift of a vector field, an exterior covariant calculus, etc. We discuss the
corresponding algebraic analogues in this section.
Let us fix any linear map W : g → h, and define W˜ : g × h → h by W˜ (x, y) =
W (x)− y. Define the vertical and horizontal projection operators on g× h,
V(x, y) 7→ (0, y −W (x)), HW˜ (x, y) 7→ (x,W (x)).
A vector z ∈ g × h is horizontal if HW˜ (z) = z (iff V(z) = 0 iff W˜ (z) = 0) and it
is vertical if V(z) = z (iff HW˜ (z) = 0). Any vector in g × h decomposes uniquely
into horizontal and vertical parts, and the commutator of horizontal and vertical
vectors is vertical:
[(x,W (x)), (0, y)] = (0, [W (x), y]).
Remark 2.7. This differs from the corresponding notion on a PFB. There, given a
connection, the horizontal lift of any vector field on the base manifold commutes
with the fundamental vertical vector fields.
Let Λ∗h(g × h; h) be the subspace of h-semibasic forms, i.e. izϕ = 0, ∀z ∈ h. In
general, d does not preserve Λ∗h(g × h; h). The exterior covariant derivative with
respect to W˜ is
dW˜ : Λ
∗(g× h; h)→ Λ∗h(g× h; h), ϕ 7→ dW˜ϕ := dϕ ◦ HW˜
Define the curvature of W˜ to be
FW˜ = dW˜ W˜ ∈ Λ
2
h(g× h; h).
Proposition 1. We have the following identities:
(1) FW˜ (z1, z2) = [W (x1),W (x2)] − W ([x1, x2]), where zi = (xi, yi). Thus,
FW˜ = 0 iff W is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
(2) FW˜ = dW˜ +
1
2 [W˜ , W˜ ] and dW˜FW˜ = 0
(3) For ϕ ∈ Λ∗h(g× h; h), dW˜ϕ = dϕ+ [W˜ , ϕ] and d
2
W˜
ϕ = [FW˜ , ϕ].
(4) If W : g→ h is a Wang map, then
• HW˜ commutes with the Kˆ-action on g× h.
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• dW˜ preserves Λ
∗(g×h, Kˆ; h) and Λ∗h(g×h, Kˆ; h). In particular, FW˜ ∈
Λ2h(g× h, Kˆ; h).
The proof is straightforward. These identities can be established immediately
on Λ∗(g× h, Kˆ; h) using the following result and corresponding identities on PFB.
Proposition 2. The map Φ˜ : Ω∗pseudo.(Pλ; h)
G → Λ∗(g × h, Kˆ; h) is a DGA iso-
morphism which commutes with the exterior covariant derivative, i.e. if ω is a G-
invariant connection on Pλ, W˜ = Φ˜(ω), and dω and dW˜ are the exterior covariant
derivatives on Ω∗(Pλ; h) and Λ
∗(g× h, Kˆ; h) respectively, then
dW˜ ◦ Φ˜ = Φ˜ ◦ dω.
Proof. The linear isomorphism Φ˜ commutes with d and the graded commutator,
hence is a DGA isomorphism. Given a connection ω, let Hω denote the projection
onto the horizontal distribution determined by ω. Identifying z = (x, y) ∈ g× h =
T(e,e)(G×H) with its corresponding left-invariant vector field on G×H , we have
for ϕ ∈ Ωrpseudo.(Pλ; h)
G,
(Φ˜ dωϕ)(z1, ..., zr+1) = (dωϕ)(Ψ∗π∗(z1), ...,Ψ∗π∗(zr+1))
= (dϕ)(Hω(Ψ∗π∗(z1)), ...,Hω(Ψ∗π∗(zr+1)))
(dW˜ Φ˜ϕ)(z1, ..., zr+1) = d(π
∗Ψ∗ϕ)(HW˜ (z1), ...,HW˜ (zr+1))
= (π∗Ψ∗dϕ)(HW˜ (z1), ...,HW˜ (zr+1))
= (dϕ)(Ψ∗π∗HW˜ (z1), ...,Ψ∗π∗HW˜ (zr+1)).
It suffices to show that Ψ∗π∗ ◦ HW˜ (z) = Hω ◦Ψ∗π∗(z). We have
Ψ∗π∗(HW˜ (z)) = Ψ∗π∗(x,W (x)) = (x,−W (x))
∗
p,
where p = [e, e]. Since ω is G-invariant, then so is the horizontal distribution
corresponding to ω. Thus, it suffices to evaluate Hω ◦Ψ∗π∗(z) at p. We have that
ωp((x,−y)
∗
p) =W (x) − y identifies the generator for the vertical part of (x,−y)
∗
p.
Hω(Ψ∗π∗(z)) = Hω((x,−y)
∗
p) = (x,−y)
∗
p − (0, ωp((x,−y)
∗
p))
∗
p
= (x,−y)∗p − (0,W (x)− y)
∗
p = (x,−W (x))
∗
p
Thus, the exterior covariant derivative commutes with Φ˜. 
Remark 2.8. A simple calculation shows that
kˆ · (izϕ) = ikˆ·zϕ, and kˆ · (Lzϕ) = Lkˆ·zϕ
so in general the interior product and Lie derivative do not preserve Λ∗(g×h, Kˆ; h).
Tensorial forms are those pseudo-tensorial forms which vanish on vertical vector
fields. In general, d does not restrict to tensorial forms, but since the graded
commutator does and since (0× h)/kˆ ∼= Vp ⊂ TpPλ, then we have that:
Proposition 3. The map Φ˜ : Ω∗tens.(Pλ; h)
G → Λ∗h(g× h, Kˆ; h) is a graded algebra
isomorphism which commutes with the exterior covariant derivative.
We can identify Λ∗h(g×h, Kˆ; h) with Λ
∗(g,K; h), the subspace ofK-basic h-valued
chains on g, and consider a notion of exterior covariant derivative dW (associated
to a Wang map W : g → h). However, there is no natural notion of “horizontal”
subspace of g which can be used to define dW
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2.5. Covariant calculus on Λ∗(g; h). In addition to the absence of the notion of a
“horizontal” subspace, one also lacks a natural notion of exterior and Lie derivative
on Λ∗(g; h) which takes into account the given homomorphism λ : K → H . We can
define the graded commutator and interior product as usual, but the definition of
the exterior and Lie derivatives on Λ∗(g; h) requires a representation of g on h. A
map λ∗ : k → h defines a representation of k → End(h) via x 7→ adλ∗(x), but for
Wang maps W : g→ h it is easy to show that:
Lemma 2.9. Let W : g → h be a Wang map and suppose that center(h) = 0.
Then the map ρW : g→ End(h), x 7→ adW (x) is a Lie algebra representation iff W
is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
We do not in general have a canonical nontrivial representation of g on h without
specifying any additional structure. (For example, specifying a complementary
subspace s so that g = k ⊕ s would yield a projection map onto k and hence a
representation x 7→ adλ∗(projk(x)).) We define the exterior and Lie derivatives on
Λ∗(g; h) with respect to the trivial representation of g on h. For ϕ ∈ Λp(g; h),
(dϕ)(x1, ..., xp+1) =
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jϕ([xi, xj ], x1, ..., xˆi, ..., xˆj , ..., xp+1),(2.8)
(Lxϕ)(x1, ..., xp) = −
p∑
i=1
ϕ(x1, ..., [x, xi], ..., xp).(2.9)
These make Λ∗(g; h) into a DGA with the usual identities holding (see identities
following 2.6).
We have a K-action on h via Adλ(k) and a K-action on g via the adjoint repre-
sentation. This induces a representation on Λ∗(g; h), namely for xi ∈ g,
(k · ϕ)(x1, ..., xp) = Adλ(k)(ϕ(Adk−1 (x1), ..., Adk−1 (xp))).(2.10)
If K is connected, then K-invariance (i.e. k · ϕ = ϕ) is equivalent to k-invariance.
Note k-invariance is not simply Lxϕ = 0 for all x ∈ k. Instead it is the condition
L(λ)x ϕ = 0, ∀x ∈ k,
where
L(λ)x ϕ := Lxϕ+ [λ∗(x), ϕ].
Now, Λ∗(g,K; h) is the space of h-valued K-basic (i.e. K-invariant, K-semibasic)
chains on g. Note that in general Wang maps W are not elements of Λ1(g,K; h)
since they are not K-semibasic.
The projection πg : g × h ։ g induces an injection π
∗
g : Λ
∗(g; h) →֒ Λ∗(g ×
h; h) which maps onto Λ∗h(g × h; h). Since πg commutes with the Kˆ-action (or
K-action) on g × h and the K-action on g, then π∗g restricts to an isomorphism
π∗g : Λ
∗(g,K; h) →֒ Λ∗h(g × h, Kˆ; h). We can circumvent the lack of a notion of
horizontality by defining the exterior covariant derivative on Λ∗(g,K; h) through
dWϕ := (π
∗
g)
−1(dW˜ (π
∗
gϕ)).
Remark 2.10. d does not restrict to Λ∗(g,K; h). Also, d ◦ π∗g 6= π
∗
g ◦ d.
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We have the commutative diagram
Ω∗tens.(Pλ; h)
G Φ˜ //
dω

Λ∗h(g× h, Kˆ; h)
dW˜

(π∗g)
−1
// Λ∗(g,K; h)
dW

Ω∗tens.(Pλ; h)
G Φ˜ // Λ∗h(g× h, Kˆ; h)
(π∗g)
−1
// Λ∗(g,K; h)
Proposition 4. The map Φ : Ω∗tens.(Pλ; h)
G → Λ∗(g,K; h), Φ = (π∗g)
−1 ◦ Φ˜ is a
graded algebra isomorphism which commutes with the exterior covariant derivative.
Explicitly, what does dW look like? Let zi = (xi, yi). Then using (2.5) and
recalling that HW˜ (zi) = (xi,W (xi)), we have
(π∗g(dWϕ))(z1, ..., zp+1) = (dW˜ (π
∗
gϕ))(z1, ..., zp+1)
= (d(π∗gϕ))(HW˜ (z1), ...,HW˜ (zp+1))
=
p+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1[W (xi), ϕ(x1, ..., xˆi, ..., xp+1)]
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jϕ([xi, xj ], x1, ..., xˆi, ..., xˆj , ..., xp+1).
This motivates us to define on all of Λ∗(g; h),
dWϕ = dϕ+ [W,ϕ], ∀ϕ ∈ Λ
∗(g; h).(2.11)
Remark 2.11. If ρW (from Lemma 2.9) were a representation, then the formula for
dW would coincide with the exterior derivative defined with respect to ρW .
For a Wang map W , we cannot define the curvature FW of W via the formula
dWW = dW + [W,W ] since this is not in general k-semibasic. (It is K-invariant,
however.) Instead, we define
FW := (π
∗
g)
−1(FW˜ ) ∈ Λ
2(g; h),
where W˜ (x, y) = W (x)− y. The following are straightforward to prove.
Proposition 5. We have the following identities:
(1) FW (x1, x2) = [W (x1),W (x2)] − W ([x1, x2]), so FW = 0 iff W is a Lie
algebra homomorphism.
(2) FW = dW +
1
2 [W,W ] and dWFW = 0
(3) For ϕ ∈ Λ∗(g; h), dWϕ = dϕ+ [W,ϕ] and d
2
Wϕ = [FW , ϕ].
(4) If W : g→ h is a Wang map, then
• FW ∈ Λ
2(g,K; h) and FW = Φ(Fω), where ω is the G-invariant con-
nection on Pλ corresponding to W .
• dW preserves Λ
∗(g,K; h) and FW ∈ Λ
2(g,K; h).
• Let LWx ϕ := Lxϕ + [W (x), ϕ]. We have L
W
x ϕ = ixdWϕ + dW ixϕ. If
K is connected, then ϕ is K-invariant iff LWx ϕ = 0 for all x ∈ k.
Example 2.12. Suppose as in Lemma 2.5 that G/K is λ-reductive with decom-
position g = k⊕ s. Then
FWλ(x1, x2) = −λ∗(projk([x1, x2])), ∀x1, x2 ∈ s,
so in general the canonical G-invariant connection is not flat.
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2.6. The Hodge star and codifferential operators. It will be useful to adopt
a different viewpoint when considering the Hodge star and codifferential operators
and the Yang–Mills Lagrangian. Given a PFB P = P (M,H), let Ad(P ) = P ×Ad h
denote the adjoint bundle which is defined as the quotient of P×h by the equivalence
relation (p, y) ∼ (ph,Adh−1(y)), ∀h ∈ H . The adjoint bundle is a vector bundle over
M associated to P with typical fibre h. Let Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )) denote the forms on
the base manifold with values in the adjoint bundle. Using the bundle projection
π : P →M , we have the identification
Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )) ∼= Ω∗tens.(P ; h), ω 7→ π
∗ω.(2.12)
Note that (π∗ω)p : TpP → Ad(P )x and at the point p, we identify Ad(P )x =
{(p, y) | y ∈ h} with h via the canonical isomorphism (p, y) 7→ y. The reason for
adopting this new viewpoint is that: (1) the induced Hodge star operation in the
Lie algebra setting is obtained more quickly, and (2) the definition of the Yang–
Mills Lagrangian will be cleaner - i.e. it will not involve pullback by arbitrary local
sections of P →M . For an alternative way of defining these directly using objects
on the principal bundle, see Bleecker [Ble81].
The space of sections of Ad(P ) is the Lie algebra of (right) H-invariant vertical
vector fields on P . This induces a graded commutator structure on Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )).
There are also corresponding definitions of exterior derivative, exterior covariant
derivative, etc. (see for example [AB82] or [Laq84]) and the identification (2.12) is
completely natural in that it respects all of these structures.
A (pseudo-Riemannian) metric µ on M induces a scalar product on Ω∗(M) in
the usual way. Together with an Ad(H)-invariant metric m on h, we get a well-
defined scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )). Moreover, using the metric m, we
have a natural pairing
Ωk(M ;Ad(P )) ⊗ Ωℓ(M ;Ad(P ))
∧
−→ Ωk+ℓ(M).
Let n = dim(M) and let ν be a volume form on M . The Hodge star operator
∗ : Ωk(M ;Ad(P ))→ Ωn−k(M ;Ad(P )) is uniquely defined by the condition
ω ∧ ∗η = 〈ω, η〉ν.
Note that the G-action on P induces a natural G-action on Ad(P ) by (p, y) 7→
(gp, y), and hence on Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )). If µ and ν are G-invariant, then 〈·, ·〉 is G-
invariant, and for any g ∈ G,
ω ∧ (g−1 · (∗(g · η))) = g−1 · (g · ω ∧ ∗(g · η)) = g−1 · (〈g · ω, g · η〉ν)
= 〈ω, η〉(g−1 · ν) = 〈ω, η〉ν = ω ∧ ∗η,
i.e. ∗ commutes with the G-action. Thus, ∗ preserves the space of G-invariant
forms. On a homogeneous PFB Pλ(G/K,H), it suffices to define the Hodge star
operation at e ∈ G/K, i.e. on Λ∗(Te(G/K);Ad(P )e), or equivalently, on Λ
∗
k (g; h).
We take this definition to be induced from the correspondence Φ (c.f. Prop. 4)
We have a natural K-action on g/k by k · x = Adk(x). Let s be any (not
necessarily reductive) vector space complement to k in g, i.e. g = k ⊕ s. Define a
linear isomorphism T : g/k → s by x 7→ projs(x). This induces a natural K-action
on s through k · y = T (k · (T−1(y))), or
k · y = projs(Adk(y)), for y ∈ s ⊂ g.(2.13)
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Thus, these representations of K on g/k and s are isomorphic and hence the actual
choice of vector space complement s will be irrelevant in the discussion to follow.
A G-invariant metric µ on G/K is in 1-1 correspondence with a K-invariant scalar
products on s, which we will also denote by µ. Similarly, a G-invariant volume form
ν on G/K corresponds to a K-invariant volume form on s, also denoted ν. The
metric µ yields the musical isomorphism:
x ∈ s
♭
7→ x♭ ∈ s∗ = Λ1k(g), where x
♭(y) =
{
0 if y ∈ k
µ(x, y) if y ∈ s
with inverse map ♯ = ♭−1. This isomorphism extends to the entire tensor algebra
on s and restricts to the subspace of K-invariant objects, allowing us to raise and
lower indices in the component calculations to follow. Let
• {eα˜}
dim(k)
α˜=1 and {eα}
n
α=1 denote bases of k and s respectively.
• {eα}nα=1 denote the corresponding dual basis in s
∗, i.e. eα(eβ) = δ
α
β . By the
identification s∗ = Λ1k(g), we have Λ
∗(s; h) = Λ∗k (g; h). (Note e
α 6= µ(eα, ·)
in general. Also, for ϕ = ϕαe
α, we have ϕ♯ = ϕγµ
γαeα.)
• ǫ be the (completely antisymmetric, covariant) Levi-Civita permutation
symbol, normalized in the chosen basis by ǫ12···n = 1.
• {fa} denote a basis of h
• the commutator relations on g and h be written as
[eα˜, eβ˜ ] = cα˜β˜
γ˜eγ˜ , [eα˜, eβ ] = cα˜β
γ˜eγ˜ + cα˜β
γeγ ,
[eα, eβ ] = cαβ
γ˜eγ˜ + cαβ
γeγ , [fa, fb] = rab
cfc.
Given ϕ = ϕaβ1···βke
β1 ⊗ ... ⊗ eβk ⊗ fa ∈ Λ
k
k (g; h) where ϕ
a
β1···βk = ϕ
a
[β1···βk],
(2.11) implies
(dWϕ)
c
γ1···γk+1 =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1W aγiϕ
b
γ1···γˆi···γk+1rab
c(2.14)
+
∑
1≤i<j≤k+1
(−1)i+jϕcαγ1···γˆi···γˆj···γk+1cγiγj
α
Note that only the components of W with respect to the basis of s are needed
above. For the Hodge star operator, we have
(∗ϕ)aα1···αn−k =
1
k!
|µ|1/2ϕaβ1···βkǫβ1···βkα1···αn−k(2.15)
where |µ| = det(µ) 6= 0, and the components of ϕ on the right side have been raised
using the metric. If ϕ is K-invariant, then so is ∗ϕ.
Recall that ǫ is not a tensor, so caution must be exercised when raising and
lowering indices using the metric in the calculations to follow. In particular, we
have the identities
µα1β1 · · ·µαnβnǫβ1···βn = det(µ
−1)ǫα1···αn ,(2.16)
ǫγ1···γn−kα1···αkǫ
γ1···γn−kβ1···βk = (−1)µ(n− k)!k!δβ1[α1 · · · δ
βk
αk]
,(2.17)
where (−1)µ is the parity corresponding to the number of negative signs in the
signature of µ. These can be used to show the standard Hodge star identity:
∗ ∗ ϕ = (−1)k(n−k)(−1)µϕ.
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Given a connection ω on Pλ, and metric µ and volume form ν on G/K, the
covariant codifferential δω is defined by
δωϕ = −(−1)
µ(−1)n(k+1) ∗ dω ∗ ϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ Ω
k
tens.(Pλ; h),
where (−1)µ is the parity corresponding to the number of negative signs in the
signature of µ. If ω, µ and ν are all G-invariant, then δω preserves Ω
∗
tens.(Pλ; h)
G.
Since Φ commutes with the Hodge star and exterior covariant derivative, we define
δWϕ = −(−1)
µ(−1)n(k+1) ∗ dW ∗ ϕ, ∀ϕ ∈ Λ
k(g,K; h),(2.18)
where W = Φ(ω). Let us evaluate this in component form using (2.14) and (2.15).
( ∗ dW ∗ ϕ)
c
σ1···σk−1 =
|µ|1/2
(n− k + 1)!
(dW ∗ ϕ)
cγ1···γn−k+1ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1
=
|µ|1/2
(n− k + 1)!
µα1γ1 · · ·µαn−k+1γn−k+1ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1
·
(
n−k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1W aαi(∗ϕ)
b
α1···αˆi···αn−k+1rab
c
+
∑
1≤i<j≤n−k+1
(−1)i+j(∗ϕ)cρα1···αˆi···αˆj ···αn−k+1cαiαj
ρ


=
|µ|
k!(n− k + 1)!
µα1γ1 · · ·µαn−k+1γn−k+1ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1
·
(
n−k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1W aαiϕ
bβ1···βkǫβ1···βkα1···αˆi···αn−k+1rab
c
+
∑
1≤i<j≤n−k+1
(−1)i+jϕcβ1···βkǫβ1···βkρα1···αˆi···αˆj ···αn−k+1cαiαj
ρ


=
1
k!(n− k + 1)!
ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1
·
(
n−k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1W aγiϕbβ1···βkǫ
β1···βkγ1···γˆi···γn−k+1rab
c
+
∑
1≤i<j≤n−k+1
(−1)i+jϕcβ1···βkǫ
β1···βkργ1···γˆi···γˆj ···γn−k+1cγiγj ρ


where we have used (2.16) and have raised and lowered indices on cαβ
γ using µ.
Using (2.17), we have
ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1ǫ
β1···βkγ1···γˆi···γn−k+1
= (−1)k(n−k)+n−i(−1)µ(n− k)!k!δβ1[σ1 · · · δ
βk−1
σk−1δ
βk
γi]
,
ǫγ1···γn−k+1σ1···σk−1ǫ
β1···βkργ1···γˆi···γˆj···γn−k+1
= (−1)(n−k−1)(k+1)−j−i−1(−1)µ(n− k − 1)!(k + 1)!δβ1[σ1 · · · δ
βk−1
σk−1δ
βk
γi δ
ρ
γj]
,
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which we use to simplify the previous calculation. Substituting into (2.18), we
obtain
(δWϕ)
c
σ1···σk−1 = −(−1)
µ(−1)n(k+1)(∗(dW (∗ϕ)))
c
σ1···σk−1
=
(−1)k
2
(n− k + 1)
n−k+1∑
i=1
W aτϕbσ1···σk−1γirab
c
+
(−1)(k+1)
2
(k + 1)
(n− k + 1)(n− k)
∑
1≤i<j≤n−k+1
ϕc[σ1···σk−1γic
γiγj
γj]
and so
(δWϕ)
c
σ1···σk−1 =
(−1)k+1(k + 1)
2
ϕc[σ1···σkc
σkσk+1
σk+1] −W
aτϕbτσ1···σk−1rab
c.
(2.19)
Example 2.13. For any (pseudo-Riemannian) symmetric space G/K, there exists
a canonical decomposition g = k⊕ s such that
[k, k] ⊂ k, [k, s] ⊂ s, [s, s] ⊂ k.
Consequently, with respect to bases {eα˜} on k and {eα} on s respectively, we have
cαβ
γ = 0. Thus, the first term in (2.19) vanishes. In this case,
(δWϕ)(x1, ..., xk) = −
∑
τ
[(W |s)
♯(eτ ), ϕ(eτ , x1, ..., xk)].
2.7. The Yang–Mills equations. Suppose that on M we have a metric µ and
volume form ν, and that H is a compact semi-simple Lie group. Let m denote any
Ad(H)-invariant inner product on h. (The negative of the Killing form is one such
inner product.) Given a principal bundle P = P (M,H), let 〈·, ·〉 denote the scalar
product on Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )) induced from µ and m. The Yang–Mills Lagrangian for
connections ω with curvature Fω ∈ Ω
2(M ;Ad(P )) is
LYM [ω] = 〈Fω , Fω〉ν,
and the Euler–Lagrange equations corresponding to LYM are
δωFω = 0.
Let us consider the reduction of the Yang–Mills equations on a homogeneous
PFB Pλ = Pλ(G/K,H) using our isomorphism Φ. Given a G-invariant connection
ω with curvature Fω ∈ Ω
2(G/K;Ad(Pλ))
G, we have a corresponding Wang map
W : g → h and curvature FW = F
a
αβe
α ⊗ eβ ⊗ fa ∈ Λ
∗(g,K; h). Finally, the
reduced Yang–Mills equations are δWFW = 0, or in components using (2.19),
0 = (δWFW )
c
α = −
3
2
F c[ατ c
τσ
σ] −W
aτF bταrab
c.(2.20)
If G/K is reductive, or more generally λ-reductive, and H is compact semi-
simple, when does the canonical connection ωλ on Pλ(G/K,H) satisfy the Yang–
Mills equations? Let Wλ be the corresponding Wang map (as defined in Lemma
2.5). On the basis {eα} for the complement s, we have as in Example 2.12,
FWλ(eα, eβ) = −λ∗(projk([eα, eβ ])) = −λγ˜
ccαβ
γ˜fc =: F
c
αβfc.(2.21)
The second term in (2.20) vanishes since Wλ|s = 0, so we have
0 = 2(δWλFWλ)
c
α = (−2F
c
ατ c
τσ
σ − F
c
τσc
τσ
α) .
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Substituting in (2.21), we obtain:
Corollary 2.14. Suppose H is compact semi-simple and G/K is λ-reductive with
decomposition g = k ⊕ s, and corresponding bases {eα˜} on k and {eα} on s. The
canonical connection ωλ on Pλ(G/K,H) is Yang–Mills iff
0 = λγ˜
c(2cατ
γ˜cτσσ + cτσ
γ˜cτσα).(2.22)
Clearly, if λ is trivial, then ωλ is Yang–Mills.
Example 2.15. From Example 2.13, we see that any (pseudo-Riemannian) sym-
metric space G/K is reductive and [s, s] ⊂ k, so cαβ
γ = 0 (and hence cαβγ = 0) and
so by Corollary 2.14 the canonical connection ωλ on Pλ(G/K,H) is Yang–Mills.
This recovers the result of Harnad, Tafel & Shnider [HTS80]. Examples include the
Stiefel bundles Vn,q(F )→ Gn,q(F ), where
Vn,q(F ) := Un(F )/Un−q(F ) and Gn,q(F ) := Un(F )/(Un−q(F )× Uq(F ))
and F = R,C, or H and Un(F ) = SO(n), U(n), or Sp(n) respectively.
The following example corresponds to a homogeneous PFB over a reductive space
for which the canonical connection is not Yang–Mills.
Example 2.16. Consider the 4-dimensional Lie algebra g = A4,3 (c.f. p.988 in
[PSWZ76]) with basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} and commutator relations
[e2, e4] = e1, [e3, e4] = e3.
Let k = 〈e1〉 and take the reductive complement s = 〈e2, e3, e4〉. Since the k-action
on s is trivial, then the metric represented by the identity matrix with respect to
the given basis on s corresponds to a K-invariant inner product on s. (Thus, indices
may be raised and lowered freely.) Take h = su(2) = 〈f1, f2, f3〉 and λ∗(e1) = f1.
Evaluating (2.22) when c = 1 and α = 2, we obtain
0 =
4∑
σ,τ=2
(
2c2τ
1cτσ
σ + cτσ
1cτσ
2
)
= 2c24
1c43
3 = −2,
a contradiction. Thus, the canonical connection on Pλ(G/K,H) is not Yang–Mills.
3. Non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous spaces of
dimension 4
As mentioned in the introduction, the only systematic attempt so far to explicitly
classify non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous spaces in low dimensions
has been recent work by Fels & Renner [FR06]. All such spaces are necessarily: (1)
non-Riemannian, (2) of dimension 4 or higher (provided K is connected). In this
section, we investigate the homogeneous PFB with compact semi-simple structure
group over the 4-dimensional non-reductive examples of Fels & Renner which admit
invariant connections. Many of these are necessarily trivial bundles. We moreover
classify all Wang maps associated with these homogeneous PFB. With the reduced
Yang–Mills equations δWFW = 0 in hand from the correspondence established in
Section 2, we determine the invariant Yang–Mills connections in these cases.
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3.1. The Fels–Renner classification. In dimension 4, Fels & Renner found 8
classes of examples, labelled A1-A5 and B1-B3. Invariant metrics of signature
(1,3) are admitted by A1-A5 while those of signature (2,2) are admitted by A1-
A3 & B1-B3. These are displayed in the Tables 1 and 2. For each model we
specify: (1) a (non-reductive) complement s to the isotropy subalgebra k, (2) the
matrices corresponding to the representation ρs : k→ gl(s) induced by theK-action
in (2.13), and (3) the k-invariant metrics on s. The algebras labelled by Aax,y are
solvable algebras appearing on pg. 988 in [PSWZ76]. We have chosen bases adapted
to k. Our bases {ei} in terms of the Fels–Renner bases (labelled here as {vi}) are:
A1 : (e1, ..., e5) = (v1, v2, v4, v5, v3 + v4)
A2 : (e1, ..., e5) = (v1, v2, v3, v5, v4)
A3 : (e1, ..., e5) = (v1, v2, v4, v5, v3)
A4 : (e1, ..., e5, e6) = (v1, v2, v6, v4, v3 + v6, v5)
A5 : (e1, ..., e5, e6, e7) = (v7, v2, v4, v6, v1 + v7, v3 − v4, v5)
B1 : (e1, ..., e5) = (v1, v2, v4, v5, v3)
B2 : (e1, ..., e5, e6) = (v1, v2, v4, v6, v3 − v6, v5)
B3 : (e1, ..., e5, e6, e7) = (v1, v2, v4, v5, v3, v5 + v6)
Note that for B1 on pg. 285 in [FR06]: [e1, e3] = −2e2 should read [e1, e3] = −2e3.
3.2. Homogeneous PFB and invariant connections. We suppose that: (1) K
is connected, and (2) H is compact semi-simple. In this section we will obtain some
general classification results regarding the homogeneous PFB Pλ(G/K,H) which
admit a G-invariant connection. Let λ : K → H be a Lie group homomorphism.
Suppose that W : g → h is a Wang map which extends λ∗ : k → h. Since K is
connected, K-invariance is equivalent to k-invariance, i.e.
[λ∗(x),W (v)] = W ([x, v]), ∀x ∈ k, ∀v ∈ g.(3.1)
Note that for x ∈ k and v ∈ g,
• if v ∈ ker(adx), then W (v) ∈ ker(adλ∗(x))
• if v ∈ im(adx), then W (v) ∈ im(adλ∗(x))
• if v ∈ im(adx)∩ker(adx) thenW (v) ∈ im(adλ∗(x))∩ker(adλ∗(x)). Moreover,
if λ∗(x),W (v) 6= 0, then W (v) is a generalized eigenvector (corresponding
to the generalized eigenvalue 0) of the map adλ∗(x).
However, if h is semi-simple, then any representation of h is via diagonalizable
matrices. Thus, in the last case above, adλ∗(x) is diagonalizable. Thus, if v ∈
im(adx)∩ker(adx), then either λ∗(x) = 0 or W (v) = 0. In the former case, we have
from the Wang condition that W = 0 on im(adx).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose h is semi-simple and W : g → h is a Wang Map which
extends λ∗ : k→ h. If x ∈ k and v ∈ im(adx)∩ker(adx), then either: (1) λ∗(x) = 0,
or (2) W (v) = 0. If λ∗(x) = 0, then W = 0 on im(adx).
SinceH is compact semi-simple, then the Killing form is nondegenerate, negative-
definite and invariant under automorphisms, so adv ∈ so(dim h).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose h is compact semi-simple, then for any y ∈ h, the map
ady ∈ End(h) has only purely imaginary eigenvalues.
Applying these two facts in each of the 8 cases, we have a classification of all
possible Wang maps. IfW = 0 on k, then λ∗ is trivial and the image of λ is discrete.
But K is connected, so λ must be trivial, hence Pλ(G/K,H)→ G/K is trivial.
1
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Non-reductive pair (g, k) Commutation relations Representation ρs : k→ gl(s) k-invariant metric on s
A1 :
g= sl(2,R)× solv(2)
k∼= R
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 · 2e2 · · 2(e3 − e5)
e2 · · · e1
e3 · e3 ·
e4 · −e3
e5 ·
(k : e5; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
−2 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
−2a 0 0 a
0 b a c
0 a 0 0
a c 0 d
1
CCA
det = a3(a+ 2d)
A2 :
g= Aα5,30, α ∈ R
k∼= R
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 · · · (α + 1)e1 ·
e2 · · αe2 e1
e3 · (α − 1)e3 e2
e4 · −e5
e5 ·
(k : e5; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
0 0 −a 0
0 a 0 0
−a 0 b c
0 0 c d
1
CCA
det = −a3d
A3 :
g=

A5,37 if ǫ = 1
A5,36 if ǫ = −1
k∼= R
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 · · 2e1 · ·
e2 · e2 −ǫe5 e1
e3 · · −e5
e4 · −e2
e5 ·
(k : e5; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
0 0 0 a
0 a 0 0
0 0 b c
a 0 c d
1
CCA
det = −a3b
A4 :
g= n(3)⋊ sl(2,R)
k∼= R2
(n(3) = Heisenberg algebra)
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 · 2e2 · e4 2(e3 − e5) −e6
e2 · · · e1 e4
e3 · · · ·
e4 · −e6 e3
e5 · ·
e6 ·
(k : e5, e6; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
−2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA ,
ρs(e6) =
0
BB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 −1 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
2a 0 0 0
0 b −a 0
0 −a 0 0
0 0 0 a
1
CCA
det = −2a4
Table 1. Fels–Renner classification of 4-dim. non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian spaces G/K: Classes A1-A4
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Non-reductive pair (g, k) Commutation relations Representation ρs : k→ gl(s) k-invariant metric on s
A5 :
g= A14,9 ⋊ sl(2,R)
k∼= Bianchi V
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e1 · · −2e3 −e4 · 2e3 −e7
e2 · · · −2e2 −e1 + e5 e4
e3 · · 2e3 · ·
e4 · · −e7 −e3
e5 · −2e6 −2e7
e6 · ·
e7 ·
(k : e5, e6, e7; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 −2 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA ,
ρs(e6) =
0
BB@
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
−2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA ,
ρs(e7) =
0
BB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
2a 0 0 0
0 0 a 0
0 a 0 0
0 0 0 a
1
CCA
det = −2a4
B1 :
g= sa(2,R)
k∼= R
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
e1 · 2e2 e3 −e4 −2e5
e2 · · e3 e1
e3 · · −e4
e4 · ·
e5 ·
(k : e5; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
0 0 a 0
0 b c a
a c d 0
0 a 0 0
1
CCA
det = a4
B2 :
g= n(3)⋊ sl(2,R)
k∼= R2
(n(3) = Heisenberg algebra)
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 · 2e2 e3 · −2e4 − 2e5 −e6
e2 · · · e1 e3
e3 · · −e6 e4
e4 · · ·
e5 · ·
e6 ·
(k : e5, e6; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1
CCA ,
ρs(e6) =
0
BB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
−2a 0 0 0
0 b 0 −a
0 0 a 0
0 −a 0 0
1
CCA
det = 2a4
B3 :
g= sa(2,R)× R
k∼= R2
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
e1 · 2e2 e3 −e4 −2e5 −e4
e2 · · e3 e1 e3
e3 · · −e4 ·
e4 · · ·
e5 · ·
e6 ·
(k : e5, e6; s : e1, ..., e4)
ρs(e5) =
0
BB@
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1
CCA ,
ρs(e6) =
0
BB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
0 0 a 0
0 b 0 a
a 0 0 0
0 a 0 0
1
CCA
det = a4
Table 2. Fels–Renner classification of 4-dim. non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian spaces G/K: Classes A5, B1-B3
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(g, k) Kernels and images of ad(k)
Wang maps W : g→ h
(h compact semi-simple)
Trivial
PFB Pλ?
A1
ker(ade5 )=〈e3, e5〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e3, e5〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e5〉 Y ES
A2
ker(ade5 )=〈e1, e5〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e2, e5〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e2, e5〉 Y ES
A3
ker(ade5 )=〈e1, e5〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e2, e5〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e2, e5〉 Y ES
A4
ker(ade5 )=〈e3, e5, e6〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e3 − e5, e6〉
ker(ade6 )=〈e3, e5, e6〉,
im(ade6 ) =〈e3, e4, e6〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e4, e5, e6〉 Y ES
A5
ker(ade5 )=〈e1, e4, e5〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e2, e3, e6, e7〉
ker(ade6 )=〈e3, e6, e7〉,
im(ade6 ) =〈e1 − e5, e3, e6, e7〉
ker(ade7 )=〈2e1 − e5, e3, e6, e7〉,
im(ade7 ) =〈e3, e4, e7〉
W = 0 on
〈e1 − e5, e2, e3, e4, e6, e7〉
W = 0
NO
Y ES
B1
ker(ade5 )=〈e4, e5〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e4, e5〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e4, e5〉 Y ES
B2
ker(ade5 )=〈e4, e5, e6〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e4 + e5, e6〉
ker(ade6 )=〈e4, e5, e6〉,
im(ade6 ) =〈e3, e4, e6〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e4, e5, e6〉 Y ES
B3
ker(ade5 )=〈e4, e5, e6〉,
im(ade5 ) =〈e1, e4, e5〉
ker(ade6 )=〈e3, e4, e5, e6〉,
im(ade6 ) =〈e3, e4〉
W = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e4, e5〉
W (e2) ∈ ker(adW (e6))
W = 0 on
〈e1, e3, e4, e5, e6〉
NO
Y ES
Table 3. Invariant connections on homogeneous PFB over 4-dim.
non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous spaces
• A1-A3, B1 cases: Straightforward application of Lemma 3.1.
• A4, B2 cases: For the A4 case, e6 ∈ ker(ade6 ) ∩ im(ade6 ), so by Lemma
3.1, W (e6) = 0 and W = 0 on im(ade6 ), so W (e3) = W (e4) = 0. We also
have e3− e5 ∈ ker(ade5 )∩ im(ade5), so W (e3− e5) = 0 or W (e5) = 0. Since
W (e3) = 0, we must have W (e5) = 0 and hence W = 0 on im(ade5) so
W (e1). Thus, W = 0 on k and the bundle is trivial. The B2 case is similar.
• A5 case: We have e6 ∈ ker(ade6) ∩ im(ade6 ) and e7 ∈ ker(ade7 ) ∩ im(ade7)
so by Lemma 3.1, W (e6) = W (e7) = 0. Thus, W = 0 on im(ade6 ) and
im(ade7), so W = 0 on 〈e1 − e5, e3, e4, e6, e7〉. The Wang condition (3.1)
reduces to one final constraint: [W (e5),W (e2)] = W ([e5, e2]) = 2W (e2).
If W (e2) 6= 0, then it is an eigenvector of adW (e5) with eigenvalue 2. But
by Lemma 3.2, this is impossible if W (e5) 6= 0 since all eigenvalues are
necessarily purely imaginary. Thus, W (e2) = 0 or W (e5) = 0. In the latter
case, we must have W = 0 on im(ade5), so W (e2) = 0 as well.
• B3 case: We have e5 ∈ ker(ade5 )∩ im(ade5), so by Lemma 3.1, W (e5) = 0.
Thus, W = 0 on im(ade5 ), so W (e1) = W (e4) = 0. Since [e2, e6] = e3 and
[e3, e6] = 0, then [W (e6),W (e2)] = −W (e3), [W (e6),W (e3)] = 0. Since
W (e2) cannot be a generalized eigenvector of adW (e6), we have W (e3) = 0
or W (e6) = 0. In the latter case, W = 0 on im(ade6 ), so W (e3) = 0. We
have the remaining constraint W (e2) ∈ ker(adW (e6)).
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We have proved the first assertion of the following classification theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose H compact semi-simple and Pλ = Pλ(G/K,H) is a homo-
geneous PFB over a 4-dim. non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space
G/K (with K connected). Then:
(1) There exists a nontrivial bundle Pλ → G/K admitting at least one G-
invariant connection iff G/K is of class A5 or B3.
(2) In the A5 or B3 case: if Pλ → G/K admits a G-invariant connection,
(a) G/K is λ-reductive.
(b) A5: there exists a unique G-invariant connection, namely the canoni-
cal connection corresponding to λ-reductivity. This connection is flat.
(c) B3: the space of G-invariant connections is an r-dim. vector space,
where r is the dimension of the centralizer Ch(im(λ∗)). These connec-
tions are generally not flat.
Proof. We prove assertion 2(a) in the case that λ is nontrivial. The existence of
a G-invariant connection on Pλ → G/K implies the existence of a Wang map W
which must satisfy the conditions in Table 3. Recall also that W = λ∗ on k, so
ker(λ∗) = ker(W )∩ k. We need to exhibit a subspace s ⊂ g such that g = k⊕ s and
[k, s] ⊂ ker(λ∗)⊕ s. We have:
• A5 case: k = 〈e5, e6, e7〉, ker(λ∗) = 〈e6, e7〉. Choose s = 〈e1 − e5, e2, e3, e4〉.
• B3 case: k = 〈e5, e6〉, ker(λ∗) = 〈e5〉. Choose s = 〈e1, e2, e3, e4〉.
Using the above decompositions and the classifications in Table 3, assertions 2(b)
and 2(c) follows immediately. Flatness is evaluated using (2.21). 
3.3. Yang–Mills connections. We will focus mainly on the nontrivial examples
A5 and B3. Suppose that for a fixed Wang mapW , im(W ) is an abelian subalgebra
of h. This applies to the cases A4, A5, B2 & B3. In these cases: (1) the curvature
of W is simply FW (x1, x2) = −W ([x1, x2]), ∀x1, x2 ∈ s and so the second term in
(2.20) vanishes, (2) s has been chosen to be a subalgebra of g, so cατ
ρ˜ = 0, and so:
0 = (δWFW )
c
α =
3
2
W cρc[ατ
ρcτσσ] = W
c
ρcατ
ρcτσσ +
1
2
W cρcστ
ρcστα.
cαβ
γ cαβγ (δWFW )
c
α
A4 c12
2 = 2, c14
4 = 1
c132 = −
b
a2 , c
13
3 =
1
a ,
c144 =
1
2a
(δWFW )
c
2 = −
3
aW
c
2
A5 c13
3 = −2, c14
4 = −1 c122 = −
1
a , c
14
4 = −
1
2a vanishes
B2 c12
2 = 2, c13
3 = 1
c133 = −
1
2a , c
14
2 =
b
a2 ,
c144 = −
1
a
(δWFW )
c
2 =
3
aW
c
2
B3
c12
2 = 2, c13
3 = 1,
c14
4 = −1, c24
3 = 1
c131 = −
1
a , c
23
2 =
1
a ,
c241 = −
1
a , c
34
2 =
3b
a2 ,
c344 =
2
a
vanishes
Table 4. Calculation of δWFW for a G-invariant connection W
in the A4, A5, B2 & B3 cases
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The invariant metrics displayed in Tables 1 and 2 are used to calculate cαβγ .
Combining this with the Wang maps classified in Table 3, we calculate δWFW .
The results from these calculations are displayed in Table 4. Imposing the Yang–
Mills equation δWFW = 0, we obtain:
Theorem 3.4. Given the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3.3, suppose that Pλ →
G/K admits a G-invariant connection. Then:
(1) In the A4 & B2 cases, there is a unique G-invariant Yang–Mills connection,
namely the canonical flat connection on the trivial bundle P = G/K ×H.
(2) If G/K is of class A5 or B3, all G-invariant connections are Yang–Mills.
We now give more concrete geometrical realizations of the G-invariant Yang–
Mills connections ω in the A5 & B3 cases that were derived algebraically. More
precisely, we will: (1) construct global models G/K, (2) choose local coordinates
on G/K, and (3) choose a local section σ˜ of Pλ → G/K and express the local gauge
potential σ˜∗ω in the local coordinates.
Let σ : U ⊂ G/K → G be a local section of G → G/K. This induces a local
section of π : Pλ → G/K, namely
σ˜ : U → π−1(U), u 7→ [σ(u), e] = Lσ(u)p.
where p = [e, e]. Let ω be a G-invariant connection Pλ and let ω˜ = σ˜
∗ω be the local
gauge potential with respect to σ˜. Then for X ∈ Tu(G/K) and using G-invariance
of ω and (2.7), we have
ω˜u(X) = ωσ˜(u)(σ˜∗(X)) = ωp(Lσ(u)−1∗σ˜∗(X)) = ωp(Lσ(u)−1∗(σ∗(X), 0)
∗
p)(3.2)
= ωp((Lσ(u)−1∗σ∗(X), 0)
∗
p) = W (Lσ(u)−1∗σ∗(X)).
In the analysis of the B3 and A5 cases, we work in the Fels–Renner bases {vi}
(see Section 3.1) and calculate the matrix Lσ(u)−1∗σ∗ in order to calculate ω˜u. The
parameter αi appearing in the representations below is associated to vi.
3.3.1. B3 case. Here, g = sa(2,R)× R. We have the commutator relations
[v1, v2] = 2v2,
[v1, v3] = −2v3,
[v2, v3] = v1,
[v1, v4] = v4,
[v1, v5] = −v5,
[v2, v5] = v4,
[v3, v4] = v5,
and k = 〈v3, v5 + v6〉 ∼= R
2. We have matrix representations
g =


α1 α2 α4 0
α3 −α1 α5 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 α6

 , k =


0 0 0 0
ε1 0 ε2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ε2

 ,
where αi, εi ∈ R. We have connected Lie group models G and K for g and k:
G =


a11 a12 b1 0
a21 a22 b2 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 ec

 , K =


1 0 0 0
r1 1 r2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 er2

 ,
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where a11a22 − a12a21 = 1 and bi, c, ri ∈ R. If we take g ∈ G and k ∈ K,
gk =


a11 + a12r1 a12 b1 + a12r2 0
a21 + a22r1 a22 b2 + a22r2 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 ec+r2

 .
The following is a complete set of scalar invariants for the right K-action on G:
x1 = a12, x2 = a22, x3 = b1 − a12c, x4 = b2 − a22c.
These may be taken as global coordinates on the quotient G/K. The only restriction
is that (x1, x2) 6= (0, 0), so G/K is diffeomorphic to (R
2\(0, 0))×R2. On the open
set U ⊂ G/K where x2 6= 0, take the local section of G→ G/K,
σ(x1, x2, x3, x4) =


1
x2
x1 x3 0
0 x2 x4 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
Then for u = (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ U ,
Lσ(u)−1∗σ∗ =


x2 −x1 x1x4 − x2x3 0
0 1x2 −
x4
x2
0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




− dx2x22 dx1 dx3 0
0 dx2 dx4 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


=


− dx2x2 x2dx1 − x1dx2 x2dx3 − x1dx4 0
0 dx2x2
dx4
x2
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
Recall that from Table 3, W = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e4, e5〉 = 〈v1, v4, v5, v3〉 and W (v2) =
W (e2) ∈ ker(adW (e6)) = ker(adλ∗(v5+v6)). Thus, by (3.2), we have the following
local gauge potentials
ω˜u = (x2dx1 − x1dx2)⊗ y, for any y ∈ Ch(im(λ∗)),
corresponding to all G-invariant Yang–Mills connections on Pλ(G/K,H)→ G/K.
3.3.2. A5 case. The unique G-invariant (Yang–Mills) connection ω in this case is
the canonical connection. We outline the construction of a specific model G/K and
a local section σ˜ of Pλ → G/K such that σ˜
∗ω = 0, i.e. ω is pure gauge.
Here, g = h⋊φ sl(2,R), where h = A
1
4,9. We have the commutator relations:
[v1, v2] = 2v2,
[v1, v3] = −2v3,
[v2, v3] = v1,
[v1, v5] = −v5,
[v1, v6] = v6,
[v2, v5] = v6,
[v3, v6] = v5,
[v4, v7] = 2v4,
[v5, v6] = v4,
[v5, v7] = v5,
[v6, v7] = v6,
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with sl(2,R) = 〈v1, v2, v3〉, h = 〈v4, v5, v6, v7〉, φ = ad
g|h. The isotropy subalgebra
is k = 〈w1, w2, w3〉 = 〈v1 + v7, v3 − v4, v5〉. We have matrix representations:
h =


−2α7 −α5 α6 −2α4
0 −α7 0 α6
0 0 −α7 α5
0 0 0 0

 , sl(2,R) =
(
α1 α2
α3 −α1
)
,
k =




−2ε1 −ε3 0 2ε2
0 −ε1 0 0
0 0 −ε1 ε3
0 0 0 0

 ,
(
ε1 0
ε2 −ε1
) .
We identify X ∈ sl(2,R) as diag(0, X, 0) ∈ sl(4,R) so that φ is simply the adjoint
map in gl(4,R). We recognize k as the Bianchi V Lie algebra:
[w1, w2] = −2w2, [w1, w3] = −2w3, [w2, w3] = 0.
We use the Lie group G = H ⋊φ˜ SL(2,R), where
H =




e−2b7 −e−b7b5 e
−b7b6 −2b4
0 e−b7 0 b6
0 0 e−b7 b5
0 0 0 1

 : bi ∈ R

 ,
SL(2,R) =
{
A =
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
: det(A) = 1
}
,
and the homomorphism φ˜ : SL(2,R)→ Aut(H) is simply
φ˜A = Ad
H
diag(1,A,1).
The group multiplication law is the standard semi-direct product multiplication
(h1, A1) ·φ˜ (h2, A2) = (h1φ˜A1(h2), A1A2).
The differential of the induced representation SL(2,R)→ Aut(h) is the given rep-
resentation φ : sl(2,R)→ End(h), so that the Lie algebra of G is indeed g.
A connected, closed Lie subgroup K of G whose Lie algebra is k is given by
K =






e−2r1 −r3e
−r1 0 2r2
0 e−r1 0 0
0 0 e−r1 r3
0 0 0 0

 ,
(
er1 0
r2e
r1 e−r1
) : ri ∈ R

 .
The rightK-action onG induces the following transformations of the parameters:
g ·φ˜ exp(w1t) : b7 7→ b7 + t, a11 7→ a11e
t, a12 7→ a12e
−t,(3.3)
a21 7→ a21e
t, a22 7→ a22e
−t
g ·φ˜ exp(w2t) : b4 7→ b4 − te
−2b7 ,(3.4)
a11 7→ a11 + a12t, a21 7→ a21 + a22t
g ·φ˜ exp(w3t) : b4 7→ b4 +
t
2
(b5a12 − b6a22)e
−b7 ,(3.5)
b5 7→ b5 + ta22e
−b7 , b6 7→ b6 + ta12e
−b7
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Lemma 3.5. For the given A5 model (G,K), a complete set of scalar invariants
for the right K-action on G is:
(x1, x2, x3, x4) =
(
a12e
b7 , a22e
b7 , b5x1 − b6x2, a21e
−b7 + x2b4 −
1
2
x3b5
)
,
where (x1, x2) 6= (0, 0). These are global coordinates on the quotient G/K.
These invariants can be derived by solving the system of 3 first order linear PDE
arising from the infinitesimal action corresponding to (3.3)-(3.5). This is done using
successive applications of the method of characteristics.
We have that G/K is diffeomorphic to (R2\(0, 0)) × R2. On the open set U ⊂
G/K where x2 6= 0, consider the local section of G→ G/K,
σ(x1, x2, x3, x4) =




1 0 −x3x2 0
0 1 0 −x3x2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 ,
(
1+x1x4
x2
x1
x4 x2
) .
Caution must be exercised in the evaluation of Lσ(u)−1∗σ∗(
∂
∂xi
). This is because in
general exp((x, y)t) 6= (exp(xt), exp(yt)) for (x, y) ∈ Tg(G) because of the nontrivial
action of SL(2,R) on H . Let g(t) = (h(t), A(t)) be a curve in G which passes
through the identity at t = 0. Let bi(t), aij(t) be the parameter functions appearing
in g(t). Let g′i(0) = Lσ(u)−1∗(σ∗(
∂
∂xi
)). Writing Lσ(u)∗(g
′
i(0)) explicitly in terms of
b˙i(0), a˙ij(0), and equating this to the specific vector σ∗(
∂
∂xi
) ∈ Tσ(u)(G), we can
solve for b˙i(0), a˙ij(0) which yields g
′
i(0). Explicitly, the final results are:
g′1(0) =
(
O4,
(
x4 x2
−x4
2
x2
−x4
))
,
g′2(0) =




0 −x3x4x22 −
x3
x2
0
0 0 0 −x3x2
0 0 0 x3x4x22
0 0 0 0

 ,
(
− 1+x1x4x2 −x1
x4(1+x1x4)
x22
1+x1x4
x2
) ,
g′3(0) =




0 −x4x2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 x4x2
0 0 0 0

 ,O2

 ,
g′4(0) =
(
O4,
(
0 0
1
x2
0
))
,
where O4 and O2 are zero matrices. The unique Wang map W in the A5 case
(see Table 3) is nontrivial only in the e1 and e5 directions, and W (e1) = W (e5).
In the Fels–Renner basis, the only nontrivial direction is the v7 direction. Thus,
W (g′i(0)) = 0 for all i, and so ω˜ = 0.
4. The principle of symmetric criticality
The existence of invariant Yang–Mills connections leads us to consider the va-
lidity of a natural principle called the principle of symmetric criticality (PSC) in
the context of the bundle of connections over the base manifold. We review Palais’
original formulation of PSC and the local formulation of PSC due to Anderson,
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Fels & Torre. We prove some general facts about PSC and then proceed to apply
PSC in the context of the bundle of connections associated to homogeneous PFB
over the non-reductive spaces we have considered. As we shall see, except for the
A5 case, these non-reductive spaces provide examples where PSC fails.
4.1. Global formulation of PSC due to Palais. Let G act on M , and let Σ be
the set of points fixed by G. The validity of the following “global” version of PSC
was investigated by Palais [Pal79]:
For any G-invariant function f :M → R and p ∈ Σ,
d(f |Σ)p = 0 ⇒ dfp = 0,
i.e. “critical symmetric points” are “symmetric critical points”
We can think of applying this to a Lagrangian functional, for which the condition
of criticality is given by the corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations, but the point
of ambiguity here is that the functional is usually defined in terms of an integral over
M . This can pose a problem if M is not compact, which is in fact the case for all of
the non-reductive examples we have considered. As such, we describe the following
local formulation investigated by Anderson, Fels & Torre [AF97, AFT01, FT02].
4.2. Local formulation of PSC due to Anderson, Fels & Torre. Given a
bundle E →M , a natural geometric setting for objects used in the calculus of vari-
ations is the variational bicomplex (Ω∗,∗(J∞(E)), dH , dV ). We refer the reader to
[And, And92] for more details on the objects we will sketch below. In this setting,
the exterior derivative d splits into two operators d = dH + dV , where dH and dV
indicate differentiation with respect to the base (i.e. horizontal) and fiber (i.e. ver-
tical) variables respectively. Field theoretic Lagrangians are naturally represented
as horizontal top-degree forms λ ∈ Ωn,0(J∞(E)). This interpretation is natural
since Lagrangians are objects which one integrates, and their local dependence is
on (x, u, ∂u, ...) where x are local coordinates on M , u are local coordinates along
fibers of E → M , ∂u are local coordinates along the fibers of J1E → E, etc.
The Euler operator applied to a Lagrangian L yields the Euler–Lagrange equations
E(L) ∈ Ωn,1(J∞(E)) determined through the first variational formula:
dV L = E(L) + dHη.
A G-action on E → M by bundle automorphisms naturally lifts to any jet bun-
dle Jk(E) including J∞(E) and induces a G-action on Ω∗,∗(J∞(E)) via pullback.
In this sense we can speak of G-invariant Lagrangians, and G-invariant Euler–
Lagrange equations - namely, the associated forms are preserved under pullback
by any element of G. A well-known theorem states that if L is a G-invariant
Lagrangian, then E(L) is G-invariant. (The converse is not true in general.)
For our purposes, E →M will be the (affine) bundle of connections C(P )→M
[Gar72]. (Note that up to this point we have been regarding a connection as a
section of a subbundle of T ∗P⊗h→ P .) We outline the construction of C(P )→M .
Given a PFB P = P (M,H), define C(P ) = J1P/H . Since H acts freely (and
transitively) on P , then H-invariant sections of J1P → P are in 1-1 correspondence
with sections of J1P/H → M . Given σ an H-invariant section of J1P → P , we
have σ(p) = j1xs
p for some local section sp about x = π(p) with sp(x) = p. Define
Hσp = (s
p)∗(TxM). Owing to H-invariance of σ, the distribution {H
σ
p }p∈P is H-
invariant. It is in fact also complementary to the vertical distribution so that indeed
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this corresponds to a connection. Now suppose that G acts on P → M by PFB
automorphisms. The left G-action and right H-action induce actions on J1P ,
g · (j1xs) = j
1
gx(g · s), (j
1
xs) · h = j
1
x(s · h),
where (g · s)(x) = gs(g−1x) and (s · h)(x) = s(x)h. Since these actions commute,
they pass to the quotient C(P ) = J1P/H .
In general, G-invariant sections of E → M are not in 1-1 correspondence with
sections of E/G → M/G since we have isotropy constraints: σ is a G-invariant
section iff gσ(x) = σ(gx) for all g ∈ G, which implies that
gσ(x) = σ(x), ∀g ∈ Gx ⇒ σ ∈ κ(E)x := (Ex)
Gx .
This determines the fibers of a subbundle κ(E) of E called the kinematic bundle.
The G-invariant sections of E → M necessarily factor through κ(E). Defining
κ(E) = κ(E)/G and M =M/G, there is a 1-1 correspondence between sections of
the quotient bundle κ(E)→M and G-invariant sections of E →M .
κ(E)

κ(E)
qκ
oo
i
//

E

M MqM
oo
id
// M
Concrete examples of this kinematic reduction:
• Stationary, spherically symmetric reduction of metrics on M = R2 × S2:
Here the group is G = R×SO(3), where the SO(3)-factor acts naturally on
S2-factor of M , and the R-factor represents time and this acts via transla-
tions on the first factor of M . This acts lifts naturally to T ∗M ⊙T ∗M and
the bundle of metrics over M . In local coordinates, (t, r, θ, φ), any metric
has 10 components, while any G-invariant metric has only 4. This is a
consequence of the isotropy group SO(2) acting on the fibers of the bundle
of metrics.
• Parametrization of G-invariant connections on Pλ(G/K,H): The kinematic
reduction for the bundle of connections C(Pλ) → G/K is κ(C(Pλ)) → pt.
The single fiber is precisely the space of all Wang maps W : g→ h.
Suppose that G acts effectively and semi-regularly on M with q-dimensional
orbits, so M¯ = M/G is n − q dimensional. Since we are interested in defining a
reduced Lagrangian, we wish G-invariant top-degree horizontal forms, i.e. forms
in Ωn,0G (J
∞(E)), to be mapped to top-degree horizontal forms on the quotient,
i.e. forms in Ωn−q,0(J∞(κ(E))). This map will be “natural” in the sense that we
require it to come from a cochain map of variational bicomplexes, i.e. it commutes
with dH and dV . Anderson, Fels & Torre [AF97, AF04] investigated the existence
of such a cochain map
ρχ : Ω
∗,∗
G (J
∞(E))→ Ω∗−q,∗(J∞(κ(E))),
which is defined on a G-invariant form ω ∈ Ωr,sG (J
∞(E)) by:
(1) Pull back the form by the prolongation of the inclusion map i : κ(E)→ E
to a form in Ωr,sG (J
∞(κ(E))) (also denoted ω). This map is essentially a
restriction map to the jets of invariant sections.
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(2) Form the (q-fold) interior product with a nonvanishing G-invariant total q-
chain χ to produce aG-basic form χyω ∈ Ωr−q,sG (J
∞(κ(E))). If (x, v, ∂v, ...)
are local coordinates on J∞(κ(E)), then χ has the form
χ = J(x, v, ∂v, ...) tot(X1) ∧ ... ∧ tot(Xq)
where Xi are infinitesimal generators corresponding to the G-action on
κ(E), and tot refers to the total prolongation to a vector field on J∞(κ(E)).
(3) Apply a reduction map ρ to χyω to produce a form ω ∈ Ωr−q,sG (J
∞(κ(E))).
If such chain χ exists and ρχ is a cochain map, then it is in fact unique (up to
scaling) and moreover it is the total prolongation of a G-invariant q-chain χM on
the base manifold M
χM = J(x)X1 ∧ ... ∧Xq, Xi ∈ gM
where gM are the infinitesimal generators corresponding to the G-action on M .
Moreover, we will have a cochain map on the G-invariant de Rham complex
ρχM : Ω
∗
G(M)→ Ω
∗−q(M)
i.e. which commutes with the exterior derivative. Conversely, the existence of such
a chain and cochain map on M yields a chain and cochain map of variational
bicomplexes.
Consequently, to a G-invariant Lagrangian L, there are two associated Euler–
Lagrange equations, namely:
• apply the Euler operator directly, OR
• apply the Euler operator to the reduced Lagrangian L˜ = ρχ(L)
One can then formulate the following local version of PSC:
Suppose that G acts on a bundle E → M and a cochain map ρχ exists locally.
Then for every G-invariant Lagrangian L, any local solution s˜ : M → κ(E) to
E(L˜) = 0 corresponds to a local (G-invariant) solution s : M → E to E(L) = 0,
i.e. s˜ being critical along (symmetric) variations is sufficient for the corresponding
section s to be critical along all variations.
Anderson, Fels & Torre established the following necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for PSC:
(1) PSC1: Hq(g, Gx) 6= 0, ∀x ∈M , where q = dim(g)− dim(Gx).
(2) PSC2: (V ertp(E)
∗
)Gx ∩
[
(V ertp(E))
Gx
]0
= 0, ∀p ∈ κ(E)x.
PSC1 is a condition on the top-degree relative Lie algebra cohomology group [CE48],
defined with respect to the exterior derivative (2.8) and Lie derivative (2.9) with
h = R. It is equivalent to the existence of a nonvanishing G-invariant chain χ
for which ρχ is a cochain map of variational bicomplexes. Moreover, PSC1 only
depends on the orbit structure of G on the base manifold M and not the bundle
above M . The PSC2 condition is a constraint on how the isotropy groups act on
fibers of the given bundle. (The superscript “0” refers to the annihilator subspace.)
Before applying PSC to the bundle of connections, we first discuss particular
examples where PSC is valid.
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4.3. PSC is valid if G is compact. Anderson & Fels [AF] established the follow-
ing useful result (proved by taking a basis of V ∗ (and its dual) adapted to (V ∗)K):
Proposition 6. Let ρ : K → GL(V ) be a representation. Then PSC2 holds for ρ,
i.e. (V ∗)K ∩ (V K)0 = 0 iff V ∗ has a K-invariant decomposition
V ∗ = (V ∗)K ⊕ U.
We use this result to establish the validity of PSC2 in the compact case.
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that K is compact. Then PSC2 holds for ρ : K → GL(V ).
Proof. Let 〈·, ·〉 be any (positive-definite) inner product on V ∗. Then
〈α, β〉K =
∫
K
〈k · α, k · β〉µK , µK = Haar measure on K
is a K-invariant inner product on V ∗. Now (V ∗)K is a K-invariant subspace of V ∗,
so its orthogonal complement U with respect to 〈·, ·〉K is also K-invariant. Thus,
V ∗ = (V ∗)K ⊕ U is a K-invariant decomposition, and so PSC2 holds. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that G is a compact group acting on E → M by bundle
automorphisms with connected isotropy groups. Then PSC is valid provided that
G-invariant sections of E →M exist.
Proof. PSC1: This was given in Remark 4.8 of [AF97]. PSC2: Let x ∈ M . The
isotropy subgroup K = Gx is closed in G, so is compact. Let ρ : K → GL(V ),
k 7→ k∗ be the representation of K on V = V ertp(E) where p is in the fibre above
x. By Corollary 4.1, PSC2 is valid. 
4.4. Pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces. Given a symmetric space G/K,
let g = k⊕ s be the canonical decomposition with
[k, k] ⊂ k, [k, s] ⊂ s, [s, s] ⊂ k.
A G-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric on G/K corresponds to an Ad(K)-inv-
ariant scalar product on s. Consequently, Ad : K → GL(s) has image in a pseudo-
orthogonal group O(k, ℓ), where k+ℓ = dim(s). At the Lie algebra level this implies
that for any x ∈ k, ad(x) ∈ sl(s) is trace-free.
Theorem 4.3. Any pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space G/K with K connected
satisfies PSC1.
Proof. Since K is connected, it suffices to verify Hq(g, k) = Zq(g, k)/Bq(g, k) 6= 0.
Let {eα}
q
α=1 be a basis for s, {eα˜} a basis for k, and {ω
α, ωα˜} the corresponding dual
basis. Since Zq(g, k) is at most one-dimensional, it suffices to show that Zq(g, k) is
nontrivial and that Bq(g, k) = 0. Now any top-degree relative chain is automatically
closed and vanishes on k so must be a scalar multiple of ν = ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωq. We have
(using (2.9) with h = R)
(Leα˜ν)(e1, ..., eq) = −
q∑
β=1
ν(e1, ..., [eα˜, eβ], ..., eq) = −
q∑
β=1
cα˜β
β = 0,
which vanishes since ad(k) ⊂ sl(s). Thus, ν is k-invariant and Zq(g, k) 6= 0.
Let η ∈ Λq−1(g, k). Then dη ∈ Λq(g, k), so is necessarily a multiple of ν. We
evaluate it on e1 ∧ ... ∧ eq. But since [s, s] ⊂ k, then from the formula for d (c.f.
(2.8) with h = R) and the fact that η vanishes on k, we see that dη(e1, ..., eq) = 0.
Thus, Bq(g, k) = 0. 
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Remark 4.4. The above result also holds for symplectic symmetric spaces.
In the Riemannian symmetric space case, the isotropy group K is necessarily
compact, and so PSC2 is automatically satisfied.
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a connected group acting on M with connected isotropy
groups and orbits that are Riemannian symmetric spaces. Then for any bundle
E →M with a G-action lifting the given one, PSC holds provided that G-invariant
sections exist.
We emphasize here that given a purely Lie group-theoretic condition (i.e. Rie-
mannian symmetric space) on the orbits on the base manifold M , we have PSC
holding for any field theory on M and hence Lagrangian reduction is “faithful”
for any choice of Lagrangian for the chosen field theory. We note further that
compactness of G is not required.
4.5. Gauge theory on non-reductive pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous
spaces. Given a PFB P = P (M,H), the Yang–Mills Lagrangian can be defined as
a top-degree horizontal form in the variational bicomplex associated to the bundle
of connections C(P ) → M . More precisely, we assume compactness of H , a scalar
product 〈·, ·〉 on Ω∗(M ;Ad(P )) induced from a metric µ on M and an Ad(H)-
invariant metric on H , and a volume form ν on M , and thus we have
LYM = 〈Fω, Fω〉ν,
where Fω is the curvature associated with the connection ω.
Let us re-express the PSC conditions in the context of the bundle of connections
C(Pλ)→ G/K associated with a homogeneous PFB Pλ = Pλ(G/K,H). What does
the set C(Pλ)e look like? By H-equivariance, it suffices to describe the value of
a connection at a single point p in the fibre of Pλ → G/K above e. Using the
identification Tp(Pλ) ∼= (g× h)/kˆ, we have that
C(Pλ)e ∼= {ω : (g× h)/kˆ→ h linear |ω((0, y)) = −y}
∼= {W˜ : g× h→ h linear | W˜ = 0 on kˆ and W˜ (0, y) = −y}
∼= {W : g→ h linear |W = λ∗ on k}.
For any c ∈ C(Pλ)e, V ertc(C(Pλ)) = Tc(C(Pλ)e) ∼= Λ
1
k(g; h), and this identification
is independent of the choice of c ∈ C(Pλ)e. Thus, it suffices to check PSC2 for
V = Λ1k(g; h) with respect to the K-action (2.10). The subspace V
K corresponds
to the space of “symmetric variations” about a given invariant connection.
We have an induced K-invariant scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on V . We can reinterpret
the PSC2 condition simply in terms of 〈·, ·〉. Since 〈·, ·〉 is nondegenerate, we have
an isomorphism φ : V → V ∗, namely x 7→ 〈x, ·〉. For a subspace U of V , define the
“perp” subspace U⊥ = {x ∈ V | 〈x, y〉 = 0, ∀y ∈ U}. Then 〈·, ·〉 is totally degenerate
on U ∩U⊥, i.e. 〈x, y〉 = 0 for all x, y ∈ U ∩U⊥. Now the isomorphism φ restricts to
give an isomorphism φ : V K → (V ∗)K , but moreover restricts to an isomorphism
φ : V K ∩ (V K)⊥ → (V ∗)K ∩ (V K)0.(4.1)
Why? If x ∈ V K ∩ (V K)⊥, then φ(x) ∈ (V ∗)K and for any y ∈ V K , φ(x)(y) =
〈x, y〉 = 0. Thus, φ(x) ∈ (V K)0 and the map is well-defined. It is surjective since
if η ∈ (V ∗)K ∩ (V K)0 and η = φ(x) for some x ∈ V K , then for any y ∈ V K ,
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〈x, y〉 = φ(x)(y) = η(y) = 0 and so x ∈ V K ∩ (V K)⊥. Thus, comparing the right
side of (4.1) with the PSC2 condition and using φ, we have:
Theorem 4.6. Let Pλ = Pλ(G/K,H). Suppose that G/K admits a G-invariant
metric, h admits an Ad(H)-invariant inner product, and that 〈·, ·〉 is the induced
scalar product on Ω∗(G/K;Ad(Pλ)). Then PSC holds for C(Pλ)→ G/K iff
PSC1. Hq(g,K) 6= 0, where q = dim(g)− dim(K).
PSC2. The induced scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on V = Λ1k(g; h) is nondegenerate on V
K ,
i.e. V K ∩ (V K)⊥ = 0.
The PSC1 condition of course guarantees that a G-invariant volume form on
G/K exists. The G-invariant chain χ is in fact dual to this volume form with
respect to the G-invariant metric.
If the bundle Pλ →M is trivial (i.e. λ is trivial) then the K-action on V = s
∗⊗h
is trivial on the h factor, so nondegeneracy of 〈·, ·〉 on V K = (s∗)K⊗h is equivalent to
nondegeneracy of the scalar product induced from µ on (s∗)K . But this is equivalent
to nondegeneracy of µ on sK . Thus, we can evaluate PSC2 in the majority of
the non-reductive cases we have considered. The only cases that remain are the
nontrivial A5 and B3 cases.
The A5 case is special in the sense that there is a unique G-invariant connection.
Thus, V K = 0 and hence PSC2 is trivially satisfied. Since PSC1 also holds, we
have that PSC holds in this case. The unique G-invariant connection in this case
is an example of a universal solution. Since all symmetric variations are trivial,
the unique Wang map is necessarily a critical point of the Euler–Lagrange equa-
tions of the any reduced G-invariant Lagrangian. By PSC, the unique G-invariant
connection is then a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations of any G-invariant
Lagrangian defined on the bundle of connections C(Pλ)→ G/K.
For the B3 case, in the chosen basis (see Table 2), the space of Wang maps is
{ω2 ⊗ f | f ∈ ker(adλ(e6))},(4.2)
where ω1, ..., ω4 is the dual basis to e1, ..., e4 ∈ s. Since (4.2) is a vector space, we
can identify it with V K . The K-invariant metric µ on s (see Table 2) has inverse
B3 : µ˜ =


0 0 1a 0
0 0 0 1a
1
a 0 0 0
0 1a 0 −
b
a2

(4.3)
with respect to the basis ω1, ..., ω4. On V K ,
〈ω2 ⊗ f1, ω
2 ⊗ f2〉 = µ˜(ω
2, ω2)m(f1, f2) = 0,
where fi ∈ ker(adλ(e6)), i.e. 〈·, ·〉 is totally degenerate on V
K . Thus, PSC2 fails.
G/K A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3
PSC1 X × × X X × X X
PSC2 × × × × X × × ×
PSC × × × × X × × ×
Table 5. Validity of PSC for C(Pλ)→ G/K for G/K in the Fels–
Renner classification
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Theorem 4.7. For the bundle of connections C(Pλ)→ G/K associated to a homo-
geneous PFB (with compact semi-simple structure group H) over a non-reductive
pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous space G/K of dimension 4, PSC is valid iff G/K
is of type A5.
In the A5 case, the unique G-invariant connection is a universal solution in
the sense that it is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations associated to any
G-invariant Lagrangian defined on C(Pλ)→ G/K.
Let us be explicit and illustrate the failure of PSC in the cases A4, B2, and B3.
The validity of PSC1 in these cases implies the existence of a G-invariant volume
form ν on G/K and the existence of a nonvanishing G-invariant chain χ. The
evaluation χyν yields a G-invariant scalar function which is of course a (nonzero)
constant on the single orbit. Without loss of generality, we may assume that this
constant is 1. Thus, the reduced Lagrangian is simply the scalar function
LYM [W ] = 〈FW , FW 〉
for any Wang map W . Here 〈·, ·〉 refers to the scalar product on Λ∗(g,K; h).
In all three cases, the Wang maps satisfyW = 0 on 〈e1, e3, e4〉 ⊂ s with im(W ) an
abelian subalgebra of h. The only commutator with component in the e2 direction
is [e1, e2] = 2e2. The only nontrivial component of the curvature FW is:
FW (e1, e2) = [W (e1),W (e2)]−W ([e1, e2]) = −2W (e2)
i.e.
FW = −2(ω
1 ∧ ω2)⊗W (e2).
The components of the inverses µ˜ of the metrics µ listed in Tables 1 and 2 are
A4 :


1
2a 0 0 0
0 0 − 1a 0
0 − 1a −
b
a2 0
0 0 0 1a

 , B2 :


− 12a 0 0 0
0 0 0 − 1a
0 0 1a 0
0 − 1a 0 −
b
a2

 ,
and for B3 given by (4.3). Thus,
LYM [W ] = 〈FW , FW 〉 =
1
2
· 4µ˜(ω1 ∧ ω2, ω1 ∧ ω2)m(W (e2),W (e2))
= 2 det
(
µ˜(ω1, ω1) µ˜(ω1, ω2)
µ˜(ω2, ω1) µ˜(ω2, ω2)
)
m(W (e2),W (e2)) = 0.
Since LYM [W ] = 0, then E(LYM ) = 0. Consequently, every Wang map satisfies
these equations trivially.
For the A4 and B2 cases, this contradicts the fact that there is in fact a unique
G-invariant Yang–Mills connection (namely, corresponding to W (e2) = 0) and con-
sequently the failure of PSC is clearly illustrated for these cases. In the B3 case, we
have a proper reduction for the Yang–Mills Lagrangian, but this does not contradict
the established failure of PSC in this case. This is because in our formulation of
PSC, the validity of PSC requires every G-invariant Lagrangian to reduce properly.
Thus, there should exist a G-invariant Lagrangian for which the Euler–Lagrange
equations of the reduced Lagrangian do not give correct assertions about the cor-
responding invariant connections satisfying the Euler–Lagrange equations of the
original Lagrangian. However, at the present time, the author is unaware of an
explicit example of such a Lagrangian.
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5. Conclusions
In this article, we have initiated the study of invariant gauge fields over non-
reductive spaces. From the classification results in Section 3, we have seen that the
existence of G-invariant connections on homogeneous PFB (with compact semi-
simple structure group) over these non-reductive spaces places a strong restriction
on the topology of these bundles: many of these are necessarily trivial bundles.
For the two nontrivial examples, namely Pλ(G/K,H) in the A5 or B3 case, we saw
that: (1) both are λ-reductive, and (2) all G-invariant connections on these bundles
are Yang–Mills. Future topics for investigation include:
(1) If a homogeneous PFB Pλ(G/K,H)→ G/K admits a G-invariant connec-
tion, is it necessarily the true that (g, k) is λ-reductive? (We have shown
in Lemma 2.5 that the converse is always true.) In particular, given the
existence of one G-invariant connection, is there any notion of a canonical
connection on this bundle?
(2) Carry out an analogous program of classifying G-invariant Yang–Mills con-
nections over non-reductive spaces in higher dimensions where the topol-
ogy of the base manifold could be more complicated. Are all G-invariant
connections on nontrivial homogeneous PFB over non-reductive pseudo-
Riemannian homogeneous spaces Yang–Mills?
(3) Are there any examples of universal connections on PFB over non-reductive
spaces in higher dimensions which are not pure gauge, i.e. whose local gauge
potentials are never zero?
(4) Laquer [Laq84] has investigated stability properties of the Yang–Mills func-
tional about the canonical connection, but in general there is presently
no good theoretical understanding of how the second variation of an G-
invariant Lagrangian reduces under the action of G. More precisely, does
positive or negative-definiteness of the Hessian corresponding to a reduced
Lagrangian imply positive or negative-definiteness of the Hessian of the
original G-invariant Lagrangian?
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